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Introduction
Promiscuous Waves is the name of my mobile pirate radio station, which I used to
broadcast interviews along the Hudson Piers (fig. 1). I learned about the history of the piers in
Michael Lobel’s art history class. Instead of asking us to follow the class content, he provided
the opportunity to investigate our own interests. I told him that I was interested in the
intersection of sex, public space, and post-industrial cities, and he introduced me to the history of
Hudson piers. Only a few blocks away from our studios, the piers were mostly abandoned in the
1970s and 1980s and occupied by gay men, artists, and other social outcasts. It became one of
the spots where gay men cruised for sex. Between Stonewall and AIDS, gay people had a very
different mindset about sex and liberation. They were social outcasts and sex had become a
weapon to pose questions to power and authorities. I had to admit that at first the project had a
tendency to be nostalgic but as my research developed, I realized that the liberation was
interrupted and became too problematic to provide a sense of relief, and my focus became a
critical revisiting of the failures and problems in the sex liberation movement. Public spheres had
been very different since Rudy Giuliani’s “Quality of Life” campaign in the 1990s, where he
cleaned up all the sex venues. At this moment, public sex had become almost obsolete. It has
since been marginalized as a kink within the gay community. Only a few places in New York
City such as the Ramble in Central Park (fig. 2) and the Vale of Cashmere in Prospect Park (fig.3)
still bear the notorious name of cruising spots, but the only visitors are mostly nostalgic older
gay men or curious foreign visitors. For the mobile pirate radio station, I broadcasted interviews
that I did with friends, lovers, and mentors about the experiences and memories of cruising in
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public spaces. I also presented books such as Alvin Balthorp’s The Piers1, David Wojnarowicz’s
the Waterfront Journal and other books relating to the site. Growing up in China, I never had the
chance to publicly discuss my concerns with my sexuality, and the sense of liberation in the
West had always served as a source of hope. Only after I came to the United States, did I realize
that the liberation was nothing more than an illusion. I made two road trips across America to
take photographs and embrace a sense of freedom, but on the trips, I ended up having sex with
many closeted gay men that I found on dating apps and gay campgrounds and bathhouses (fig. 4).
There was no consolation in the social liberal sense of being gay. After a long period of being
depressed and confused, I came to realize that assimilation is not acceptance. Current pragmatic
gay politics made a cheap deal with the mainstream culture and it failed in recognizing an
ecstatic future, a utopic vision that is based on a queer past.

Figure 1. Xuan Zheng Promiscuous Waves, 2019

1

http://www.bronxmuseum.org/exhibitions/the-life-and-times-of-alvin-baltrop The
Life and Times of Alvin Baltrop August 7, 2019 to February 9, 2020
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Figure 2. The Ramble in Central Park https://www.queereurope.com/cruising-map-new-york/
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Figure 3. Thomas Roma Untitled (from the series the Vale of Cashmere), 20082

Figure 4. Xuan Zheng, I Drove Across America to Make Art, But All I Did Was Fuck and Cry,
Fuck and Cry. 2016

The idea to have a pirate radio station was first because the nature of the conversation of
public sex would have to deal with censorship on major flatforms provided by corporations. The
development of radio technology has also been part of my thinking process. We did not invent
radio waves, we only learned to modulate them to suit our needs. Initially, it was for our desire to
forge long distance communication. Tesla, one of the inventors of radio technology, had set
himself the impossible mission of communication with Mars3. He spent fifty years decoding the
“noise” he received from another realm, but he never fully was able to understand it. Maybe we

Thomas Roma was recently accused of sexual harassment and forced to resign from Columbia
University. The reason for featuring his work in the paper was because of I did not find other
artists who made works about cruising in Prospect Park. The situation speaks to me about the the
question of visibility and representation. Who has the power to represent queer desire? How do
we further the conversation of marginalized desire?
2

3

For more information, see https://www.teslasociety.com/marswithtesla.htm.
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are still curious about the unknown, but at this moment radio technology has been further
modulated and our daily experience has become inseparable with it. On the one hand, the
technology has been under severe control: the Federal Communication Commission closed
applications for small radio station licenses in 2013, and more recently, auctioned out 5G
frequencies to major telecommunication companies4. On the other hand, people never stopped
the process of making pirate radio stations, and it has been part of many grassroot activist
activities. In some areas where internet is not accessible (even in New York city), pirate radio
stations have served as a major media outlet for the community. In Brooklyn alone there are
hundreds of small pirate radio stations that broadcast in different languages for their community5.
For my project, I “borrowed” frequencies from Barnard College (FM 87.9), and since they are
far away uptown, I could barely receive any signals from that channel. My radio station only
had 15w of power and could theoretically only broadcast within a one-mile radius, but in Tribeca
since it is full of buildings and traffic, the signals would be reduced significantly if I broadcast in
my studio. It is better to do it along the piers, where there is less interference, so I could
potentially reach a broader group of listeners. But since the piers are now part of Hudson River
Park, the area is subjected to regulation as a state park. However, considering all the difficulties,
I still think it is important to at least send out a message: queerness is not yet here. My work,
along with many other artists, scholars, and activists, is trying to continue a radical queerness and
reconsider public space as an erotic space.

4

FCC Cracks the Whip on 5G Deployment, https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/26/fcc-cracks-thewhip-on-5g-deployment-against-protests-of-local-governments/
5
For more information about Pirate radio stations in Brooklyn please check
https://www.pirateradiomap.com/
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Promiscuous Waves
I spend a lot of time in my studio, looking out the window at the traffic that goes into
Holland Tunnel. Towards the end of the day it is usually heavily congested. Waiting,
immobilized, suspended in time and space, this moment of fragility would be overthrown shortly
after one sneaky driver attempts to cut in the line. Such crimes fuel the frustration among the
drivers and ignite the anger: thunders of honking have awakened the silence, forming a barbaric
howl that slices and splits open the gentrified façade of Tribeca. Strangely the sound makes me
see images of a war: air raids, night trains, evacuated homes and dissipated dreams. I read in
Derrida’s Memoir of the Blind, that if we stay with an image for too long the world will
disappear in front of our eyes and only through remembering the present we resurrect and come
back alive. The ruptures of temporalities distorted my senses of reality and my window becomes
the place where I secure a sense of existence. Looking out again, the day fades into night, and the
traffic keeps passing through blindly. The headlights of a passing car light up a pedestrian and
drag his shadow along its motion. The drifting shadow resembles a shooting star, and traces of it
fall into a distant darkness of a forgotten past.
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It never came to my mind to that about what the view was like before I moved into the
studio, which explains my shock when I see the pictures taken by Andreas Sterzing (fig. 5). The
photograph itself is plainly ordinary: the hustle and rustle of Canal Street in New York City in
the Eighties. I walk the street every day. The McDonald’s is there. The traffic looks identical.
The trinity building, where my studio at Hunter College currently is, stands still. What is missing
is the giant arch, which was the entrance to pier 34. The masonry facade had been demolished
along with the rest of the piers in 1984. In 1983, Sterzing heard about piers, an abandoned
building that had been occupied by artists, and he began to photograph around the site. The
photos were included in a show Something Possible Everywhere (fig. 6). In fall 2016, Jonathan
Weinberg curated this group show at 205 Hudson Gallery, bringing back the pier project initiated
by David Wojnarowicz and Mike Bidlo. I missed the show since I started the program two
months after the show ended, and only rediscovered the piers in Professor Michael Lobel’s class,
when I read his mentor Weinberg’s book Pier Groups in my studio, right above the exhibition
space.

Figure 5. Andreas Sterzing, Pier 34, 1983
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Figure 6. Curated by Jonathan Weinberg, Something Possible Everywhere: Pier 34 NYC 1983-84

It turned out that the transformation of Manhattan’s shoreline was momentous. The ship
terminals reached their commercial zenith in the 1920s. Sailors, dockworkers, and passengers
travelled in and out of Manhattan and it formed a passageway of an incredible volume, and it
resembled people passing through Port Authority or Grand Central station during rush hours (fig.
7). In 1950s, the advent of container shipping required much more space, and the premium land
of Manhattan refused to accommodate. After the majority of terminals moved to New Jersey, the
shoreline began its decline. The majority of piers were abandoned by mid 1960s. The provisional
wooden docks began to deteriorate, and the timber foundations were munched away by the
return of shipworms (an ironic result of city’s effort to improve water quality). Even the
seemingly invincible steel structures started to sag and sway. The broken roofs and windows
reconnected the interior and the exterior, allowing wind, air and water to renovate the industrial
space with an austere aesthetic. The melted bureau-arts style façade rooved itself with a layer of
carroty rust and verdant patina, continued to wait in solitude for the people it used to welcome in
and out of the city (fig. 8).
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Figure 7. Screenshot from Charles Sheeler and Paul Strand’s Mahatta, 1921

Figure 8. Shelley Seccombe, Lost Waterfront, 2008

In a washed-out dream I was walking in a hallway of an abandoned building, passing
through rooms that covered by mosses and rust. I remembered looking through the shattered
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window glasses into the distant water, and the reflection of moonlight on the surface of water
moved in a way as if it was trembling in the arms of the waves. I always thought this place
would be terrific for a studio. When I read about the piers, I feel a weird sense of affirmation as
if I finally come to find some proof of a forgotten past. In reality the abandoned waterfront had
become a forbidden zone for the vast majority, except for those who intended to trespass.
Lovers, hippies taking it easy, the homeless, prostitutes, stoners and drug dealers, gay
availing themselves of parked meatpacking trucks, 9-5ers on weekend holidays—who
rejoiced in ‘liberating’ all this grungy, suddenly available yet barely legitimate space
(Lopate, 10).
In Philip Lopate’s introduction to Shelley Seccombe’s photobook of the waterfront, he
regarded the years of celebration at the abandoned waterfront as “an interval between death and
renewal (12).” In a utilitarian way of thinking, the ruins were necessary for the new to replace
the old. I am not unfamiliar with this notion. Growing up in communist China, I witnessed the
past being taken down almost daily to welcome a newborn landscape. I wonder, besides the
restorative potential of the ruins what else is there? It has been a poetic inspiration for
generations of people. Where does the seduction come from, and what it does it mean that we
are seduced by the ruins?
In Weinberg’s writings of the piers, he refers to Walter Benjamin’s Arcade Project as his
inspiration. Benjamin’s unfinished project deals with the ruins of arcades, which were “glass
roofed, marble-paneled corridors” that connected shopping malls at the beginning of nineteen
century Paris (Benjamin, 3). The arcade had become ruins by the 1920s. For Benjamin, the
arcade represented the utopic socialist dream of Paris at the beginning of industrialization, and
the contradiction of the modernist desire of progression and its close relation with capitalistic
power. Weinberg mentions that the conversation about the ruins is not to romanticize the past,
but rather provided more critical insights into the present. As Derrida points out, we are living in
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a constant cycle of ruin and renewal. Our current experiences are turning into ruins and the
present is renewed in the form of past and memory. The nostalgic feelings of the ruins was
investigated in Svetlana Boym’s book the Future of Nostalgia, which pays homage to
Benjamin’s tombstone in Port Bou Spain (fig. 9). In fact, the tombstone is more of a memorial,
since the German Jewish refugee and man of letters’ grave was unmarked. A person in the local
Chamber asked her why she was looking for Benjamin, since he was not even from there. Port
Bou does not have much to do with Benjamin, and in fact, it was a border that Benjamin was not
allowed to cross and where he died. It is also where I found my favorite passage in Boym’s book.
She walked away from the memorial, and wrote about another encounter:
down below there is no exit, and yet neither is there a dead end. Instead I see breaking
waves, white foaming shimmering in the twilight and my own uncanny reflection. There
is no wall at the end of a passage reminding us of the wreckage of the past, but a
reflective glass, a screen for transient beauty, a profane illimitation (32).
A formless memorial, brought to her by the waves, washed away the ruins of the past and
let the reflective emotions and feelings drift with its motions. This inspired me to see ruins as the
potential historical existence of a past pace, more than proof of the existence of a historical place
beyond the tie and space of the present. The ruins post questions to the expectations of
modernization. A ruin is not merely a displacement of physical objects, but also modalities of
historical developments It cracks open a hole in our consciousness and shimmers with potential
and possibilities.
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Figure 9. Dani Karavan, Passages, Homage to Walter Benjamin, 1990-1994, Port Bou,
Spain

One of the possibilities the piers contains was the subversive potential of sexuality. As
the ruins put heteronormativity on hold, many gay men started to gather around the piers and
cruise for sex. Gay men for the first time came together and celebrated their sexuality in the
public sphere. For a short time, the ruins had doubled as “heterotopias”, a term that Weinberg
borrows from Foucault, which refers to places that “suspect, neutralize or invert the set of
relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect” (Foucault, 2). Places that make people
feel like they have been relived from normativity and societal control. However, Weinberg warns
us the memories of that experience are not for people to repeat. The reality of the piers and the
sexual liberation was much complicated. Through reading José Esteban Muñoz’s Cruising
Utopia, I continued my investigation of the potentiality of public, where Muñoz looks at the
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sixties by rereading Samuel Delany’s biography, the Motion of Light in Water, and raises
questions from two different modes of performance that Delany narrated.
The first performance was in the East Village in the 1960s, where Delany experienced a
strange piece of art by Allan Kaprow. According to Delany, the piece was titled “Eighteen
Happenings in Six Rooms”. As the title suggested, in a room that separated into six connected
cubicles, eighteen different happenings were simultaneously performed. Delany describes the
performance as “spare, difficult, minimal, constituted largely by absence, isolation, even
distraction”, and his modernist desire to find meanings became subverted in the scattering
happenings of clicking toys, burning candles and pounding drums (17). He linked the
arbitrariness of the performance to the advent of postmodernity that altered our understanding of
historical events. The performance were “happenings” that occurred at the piers, trucks, loading
docks, sex bars, bathhouses, theaters and many other venues where masses of gay men cruised
for sex (fig. 10). By retelling his memories of sexual experiences, Delany not only presented a
record of gay history, but more importantly, following what he understood from Kaprow’s
performance, he recognized that the vision of a queer world has always been distorted by
segmentation and alienation. This idea has posted questions to early gay liberation movements.
From the outset, beyond the separation of different locations and institutions, all gay men were
subjected to the traditional hierarchy of beauty. As Leo Bersani points out, “to want sex with
another man is not exactly a credential for political radicalism” (Bersani, 205). He argues that
what happened during the gay liberation movement was actually a separation between
“gayness”, the subversive political power, and a homosexuality, which become almost an ethnic
group stereotyped by sexual preferences. The eruption of the AIDS/HIV epidemic further
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consolidated this separation, as the disease became weaponized in policing the revolutionary
potential of desire.

Figure 10. Leonard Fink, untitled, 1980

Almost forty years later, the waterfront had been restored and gained the new name
Hudson River Park. Time, with its bitter sense of irony, has turned the area that used to be
shelters for the outcasts into restaurants, shops, and luxury residential buildings. In the 90s,
Giuliani relocated the majority of public sex institutions out of the city, while more and more
middle-class gay men came to enjoy the safe, pleasant and porn free version of Manhattan, it is
difficult to glimpse into a vision of a subversive queer world that Delany mentions. The public
and private spheres have become increasingly indistinguishable, and digital technologies have
slowly absorbed the public sphere into a network of surveillance and control. Our personal lives
are being coded into data and our labor has been further exploited by neoliberalism. Meanwhile,
alienation and segmentation still manage to further divided people. There have been efforts made
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to improve this—such as reevaluating history, recognizing and praising the minority, and
firstling equal rights for the LGBTQ community. While all of those efforts are plausibly
progressive, there are still parts missing.
My work looks at the puzzling intersection between art, sex, and public space. The
Cruising Shore (fig.11) is an installation that invites people to visit my studio as a potential
cruising site. The structure sets up a boundary between the inside and outside. From the outside,
the visitors see a structure that resembles the piers. If they go up the stairs, they will see a
loft/platform that feels like a boardwalk. The interviews I made about public sex could be heard
through radios, and books I used for research of the project could be accessed. The books
represented a wide range of topics from Derrida’s On Grammatology where he provided a
critical discourse on the notion of traces, to the poetry of Rene Ricard where he wrote a hate
letter to Steven Hall who I interviewed for my radio program. The installation was developed in
response to David Hammons’s proposal for “Day’s End,” a monument that would be made to
commemorate the past of the piers (fig.12), which has the same name of Gordon Matta Clark’s
work that was made on the surface of the Pier. This future monument is a rather intriguing case
of the intersection between modern monument and public space. I appreciated the effort on many
different levels: from Hammons’ intention to problematize a history, to the research the team did
to minimize the of impact on water creatures and the local community. On the Whitney
Museum’s website, in a video preview of the work, Darren Walker talks about the needs for New
York City to have monuments that reflect the complexity of its demographics and history. I
linked this statement with the controversies around the removal of confederate statues in 2018,
which was an effort to confront America’s colonial and racist past, and to engage in a
conversation about how our past shapes our understanding of the present and future. The
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construction and deconstruction of monuments over time, probes the layered narratives of nation,
power, history, memory, on top of a sense of longing and loss. The piers have a complicated
history within the queer community. It was both a site where people celebrated sexuality in
public space, and one of heartbreak. As the AIDS crisis wreaked havoc, the piers became a
shelter for homeless gay and transgender people living with AIDS, who were eventually
evacuated and left to the streets. The Cruising Shore is emblematic of queer liberation
movements, where the intimate work of multiple generations can be awakened in public dialogue
and embodied in physical space.

Figure 11. Xuan Zheng, the Cruising Shore, 2019
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Figure 12. David Hammons, Sketch of the proposed project Day’s End, 2015

The warm and moist air blowing from the Hudson River feels melancholic. The remains
of the piers, the photographs and the stories, elicit a sense of grief and loss, leaving traces for us
to find the keys to a past.6 The tyranny of the mainstream will spare no effort in dissembling the
ephemera, but the existence of the ephemera, embedded in gestures, dance moves, and voices,
will challenge a certain type of finitude, and contest the presence of the absent. Before it gets
dark, I step out my studio and walk to the piers, despite the fact that what I want to see is no
longer there. What is there now is people cheerfully chatting, relaxing, jogging, and looking at
the scenery with no idea what kind place it was a few moments ago in history. This reality is in a
cycle of ruins and renewal. We are living on a rug that that universe is always ready to pull out
from under us. The world of appearance, as fleeting, fragile, and impermanent, is all we have
when are looking into an immutable past. When I reach Pier 52, I look at the empty dock and
wonder about Hammons’ monument. I know that Matta-Clark would be against this monument
6

Derrida, in On Grammatology, talks about the idea of the trace
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under the name of his work because he hates the idea of monument and the associations with
power and authority. In his Day’s End he cut out a giant peephole of the exterior wall on the pier
(fig.13). He claimed his work to be an aesthetic vandalism against a city owned site. Weinberg
writes, “When the sun set, and the night sky filled the cutout, it offered a vision of the universe,
that is, the all... this piece ruined the ruin as a site of mere nostalgia, of romantic reveries of what
it was”. As the day stretches into the night, standing in front of the wasteland of the piers, I
imagine the traces of his piece. I try to find an illumination that cuts through the darkness, and
shows a queer utopia that should be, could be, and will be.

Figure 13. Still from Arch Brown’s Pier Groups, 1979 (features Gordon Matta Clark’s
Day’s End in the background)
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